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Preface  

The paper that lies before you is the final report of a literature research that is an element of the 
study Business Mathematics & Informatics at the Free University of Amsterdam. The study is a 
combination of three fields: Economics, Mathematics and Computer Science.  
The research considers the price of a mortgage. It consists of all of these three fields: Mortgage is 
an economic topic, mathematical aspects that are needed to determine the price of a mortgage are 
described and as an example a simulation program is written to determine the price of a 
mortgage. 

During my research Dr. Harry van Zanten supervised me. I would like to thank him for his time, 
advice and critics. 

Yonina Karg,  
Amstelveen, June 2004 
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Abstract  

This paper describes certain mathematical aspects that are needed to determine the price of a 
mortgage that financial institutions offer their clients. The price of a mortgage depends on the 
daily fluctuations of the market interest rate and also on the embedded options. The embedded 
options are certain rights that clients have. This paper discusses these options with special 
attention to the prepayment option. There are several interest models in the literature to forecast 
the development of the market interest rates. 
As an illustration of how to determine the price of a mortgage, we describe a simulation 
technique that uses the Hull & White interest model and includes the prepayment option. 
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  Introduction 

Introduction 

The mortgage market is one of the largest sectors of the debt market in the world. In the 
Netherlands, the number of house owners is increasing enormously. In most cases, a great part of 
the money to buy a house must be borrowed in the form of some sort of mortgage. The financial 
institutions that provide mortgages run risks from the moment the offer for a mortgage has been 
made till the last term of redemption. One of the causes for this is that the clients have certain 
rights, usually called options. So when determining the price of the mortgage, these options 
should also be considered. Another reason why financial institutions run risks, is because they 
have to deal with the daily fluctuations in the market interest rate. There are many models to 
predict the course of the interest rate. This paper concerns the influence of these two aspects on 
the price of a mortgage. In Chapter 1 an introduction of a mortgage is given including a 
description of interest and the embedded options in a mortgage. In Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 
further attention will be paid to respectively the prepayment option and interest rate models. 
Chapter 4 describes a way to determine the price of a mortgage by means of a Hull & White 
interest rate model while considering the prepayment option. Finally, this paper will be ended in 
Chapter 5 with a conclusion and some recommendations. 
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CHAPTER 1 
Mortgage: An Introduction 

What is a mortgage? 
Most homebuyers have to borrow money from financial institutions (e.g. banks, insurance 
companies, pension funds) to be able to buy their home. The home loan they receive is called a 
mortgage. Generally, a mortgage is a loan of money to the homeowner secured on a property; the 
home is collateral for the loan. If the client does not pay the debt, the lender has the right to take 
back the property and sell it to cover the debt. The mortgage contract is a legal contract in which 
is stated that the debt will be paid, with interest and other costs, typically over 15 to 30 years. To 
repay the debt, the client makes monthly instalments or payments that include the principal and 
the interest. Other costs like taxes and insurance (e.g. life insurance) are also included, but will 
not be discussed in this paper. 

Principal -- The principal is simply the sum of money that is borrowed to buy the home.  

Interest -- Usually expressed as a percentage called the interest rate. Interest is what the lender 

charges the client for borrowing the money. The interest rate depends on the market rate at the 
time the mortgage is closed, and on the length of the period for which the interest rate is 
determined.  

Fixed-rate period  -- The interest rate is determined for a fixed period (1-20 years). This period 

is called the fixed-rate period. 

1.1 Types of mortgages 
In the past there were mostly two types of mortgages, an annuity mortgage and a mortgage based 
on linear redemption. These mortgages still exist, but seemed to be not very flexible. That is why 
many other mortgages have arisen. Nowadays, a client can choose from many different types of 
mortgages [www.homeinvest.nl]. For all mortgages it holds that the client borrows an amount of 
money that has to be repaid in a certain period. During this period interest is being paid over the 
outstanding debt. There are many ways that a client can pay off the mortgage loan plus interest. 
Several mortgages are described below: 
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Mortgages where the loan is being paid off during the mortgage term by periodical 
payments. Each payment includes a small amount of redemption, so the debt becomes less 
during the term. The interest that has to be paid monthly decreases also. 

• Annuity mortgage  
During the mortgage term the client pays a fixed amount every month to the financial 
institution; the annuity. The annuity includes the interest and redemption. In the 
beginning the annuity includes a large amount of interest and a small amount of 
redemption. During the mortgage term, the amount of interest that is being paid becomes 
less and the amount of redemption becomes more. 

 
Figure 1.1: Annuity mortgage 

• Linear mortgage 
The client pays off a fixed amount of the mortgage during the period. This amount is 
equal to the loan divided by mortgage term. If the term is 30 years (=360 months) the 
clients pays each month 1/360 part of the loan.  
Besides the fixed redemption, the client has to pay interest over the rest of the debt. 
Because the debt decreases, the interest decreases. So in the beginning the monthly 
payments are high but become less during the term.  
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Figure 1.2: Linear mortgage 

Mortgages where the loan is paid off at the end of the mortgage term. The final redemption 
is arranged by closing a life insurance at the same time the mortgage is being closed, or by 
making an investment. 

• Life mortgage 
The client borrows money from a financial institution and at the same time he closes a 
life insurance. During the term the loan is not being paid off. The monthly payments 
include the interest and a premium for the life insurance. In this premium a savings part, 
insurance and certain costs is included. The savings part is being invested by the financial 
institution. At the end of the mortgage term, the savings part is used to pay off the 
mortgage loan. The amount of the saving is not at hand fixed, because this depends on the 
profit of certain investment funds. So it is not guaranteed that the savings amount will be 
100% of the mortgage loan. 
An advantage of the mortgage loan though, is that when the client dies before the end of 
the term, the mortgage will be paid off and the house will be debt-free for the relatives. 

• Savings mortgage  
During the mortgage term the loan is not being paid off. As in case of a life mortgage, the 
monthly interest is constant. When closing a savings mortgage, a savings account is 
closed. Each month a premium is paid which includes the saving and certain costs. The 
saving is deposited into the savings account. The interest rate that is gained of this 
savings account is equal to the interest rate that is paid for the mortgage. 
At the end of the mortgage term it is guaranteed that the sum that is saved is enough to 
pay off the total mortgage. This sum is exact the mortgage loan, nothing more and 
nothing less. 
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• Investment mortgage 
The monthly payments include only interest and a premium. No redemption is being paid 
during the term of the mortgage. Part of the premium is to invest in selected funds or 
stocks. The client selects the funds himself. During the period, the client can sell or buy 
the stocks. This is the client’s full responsibility. The profit of the investment can be 
higher than the interest costs for the mortgage. But it can also go the other way. 
Investments always come with risks. This causes an uncertainty in the sum of the money 
at the end of the mortgage period. It is not guaranteed that the profit will be enough to 
pay off the mortgage loan. 

• Stocks-mortgage 
At the start of the mortgage period money is invested in stocks. This is a once-only 
action. No redemption is being paid during the mortgage term, only interest. At the end of 
the period the mortgage is paid off with the profit of the investment. Because investments 
always come with risks, it is not guaranteed that the profit will be enough to for the 
redemption. 

Mortgages where the loan is paid off at the end of the mortgage term but where the final         
redemption is not arranged. 

• Redemption-free mortgage 
The mortgage loan is not being paid off during the mortgage term. The monthly payments 
include only interest, which are constant. This type of mortgage has the lowest monthly 
mortgage costs. But at the end of the term the client has to pay off the loan and this 
redemption is not arranged. 

 
A combination of different types of mortgages. 

• Combination mortgage 
This is a mortgage that is a combination of the given types of mortgages. It is mostly a 
combination of a savings-/life-/investment mortgage where part of it is redemption-free. 
The advantage of the redemption-free part is a lower monthly payment, but the 
disadvantage is that part of the mortgage loan is not being paid off. 
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This is just a selection of the number of types of mortgages there are in the market. The mortgage 
that is most suitable for a client depends on the situation of the client, for instance, his financial 
obligations and how long he intends to keep the house. Usually a combination of these types is 
the best type. Finally, a mortgage is chosen that is both best for the client and the financial 
institution. This paper is written from the financial institutions’ point of view; what is the profit 
for these institutions when lending money? In other words, how much is the mortgage worth to 
the financial institution: the price of the mortgage. 

1.2 The price of a mortgage 
While the interest that the client has to pay is fixed, there is an uncertainty in the cash flow of the 
financial institution. Financial institutions enter into a number of mortgages daily. They have to 
finance the money they lend to clients themselves and have to deal with the market interest rate 
that fluctuates daily. This is one of the causes for the uncertainty in the cash flow. Many options 
embedded in the mortgage also create risk on the mortgage value. 

1.2.1 Interest 
If we lend money or deposit money at a bank, then we receive interest for that money. Let p(t,T) 
be the amount of money that has to be deposit at time t (t < T) if one wants to save an amount of 
one unit at time T. The amount p(t,T) is known as the price of a discount or a zero-coupon bond. 

Long rate 
The relationship between the price p(t,T) of a zero-coupon bond at time t and the zero-coupon 
interest, R(t,T) can be given by: 

R(t,T) := -log p(t,T) / (T-t)         (1.1) 

Where (T-t) denotes the length of the term. 

R(t,T) are known as the long rates. Because mortgage rates are usually fixed for a longer period 
(1 to 20 years), so called long rates should be considered. The term “long rate” implicates the 
profit on long-term loans. 
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Short rate  
When a financial institution lends money to a client, interest is received over a number of periods. 
If the lengths of each period are taken to be very short, this interest rate is known as the short 
rate. 

,          (1.2) 

where rt is the short rate at time t. Many models have been developed to predict the values of rt. 
In Chapter 3 a few of them will be discussed.  

In case of the Hull & White model a linear relationship exists between the long rates R(t,T) and 
the short rates rt . The relationship is as follows: 

R(t,T) =A(t,T) + B(t,T)rt         (1.3) 

where rt is the short rate at time t and the function B(t,T) is given by: 

              (1.4) 

and the function A(t,T) is determined by: 

            (1.5) 

θ stands for the mean reversion speed and is the tendency to be “pulled back” to a certain mean 
value. The greater the value of this parameter, the faster the rates will reach a mean rate value.  
The volatility of the interest, σ, describes the stability of the market. In a market with great 
changes, this parameter will have a large value. In a stable market, the value will be small.  
f(0,t) are the forward rates.  

In the following figures examples of long rates are given. Figure 1.3 describes the development of 
the 5-years mortgage rate since 1960 and Figure 1.4 describes the development since 1995 
[www.hypotheker.nl].  
For a more detailed explanation on short and long rates, see [Boshuizen en Spreij, 2002]. 
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1.2.2 Embedded options in the Mortgage contract 
An embedded option is an option that is combined with an underlying asset, such as a loan. An 
embedded option in the mortgage contract means that this option is an inseparable part of this 
contract. From the moment the offer for a mortgage has been made, the client has certain rights, 
the embedded options.  

The offer option -- When an offer has been made, the client has a certain period in which he 

can decide if he wants to accept the offer. This period is usually about 8 weeks. The benefit of this 
option for the client is that when the market rate increases, the client has the right to accept the 
offer with the lower interest rate. When the market rate drops, this lower rate will be taken in the 
offer. 

The moving option -- When the client decides to move, the mortgage must be paid completely, 

for the house is no longer a security. If the client buys a new house and therefore needs a new 
mortgage, then the financial institution offers the client the option to either take the old mortgage 
with him or to close another mortgage offer. The client will get another mortgage offer if the 
current interest rate for the new home is lower then the old interest rate.  

The prepayment option -- During the mortgage-period, the client has the right to prepay the 

mortgage. This means that when a mortgage-contract has been closed, this does not mean that the 

Figure 1.3: The development of the 5-years 
mortgage rate since 1960
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financial institution is certain of its cash flow. When a mortgage is being prepaid, the financial 
institution loses the interest rate payments for the rest of the period. This option will be further 
discussed in the next chapter. 

The rate-time for reflection -- An interest rate is determined for just part of the mortgage-period.  
At the end of each fixed-rate period a new interest-rate should be determined for the next fixed-
rate period. The client usually has the benefit of an interest rate–time for reflection. In this time 
the client has the option to choose the new interest rate. He can choose this rate at any time during 
the interest rate-time for reflection. So the client is not under an obligation to take the interest rate 
at the end of the fixed-rate period. Because of this rate-time for reflection option, the client can 
make an early decision about the new mortgage rate for the next fixed-rate period. This can be 
favourable for the client if he thinks that the current rate is very low and can only increase. 
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CHAPTER 2 
Prepayment option  

Prepayment risk is the chance that borrowers prepay their mortgages faster than contractually 
agreed. This can affect the yield of the investment for the lender. 
When a client prepays his mortgage, the financial institution can reinvest the prepaid amount. 
This does not have any negative consequences for the financial institution, when the current 
market interest rate is the same or higher than the interest rate on the existing contract. But when 
interest rates have dropped, the financial institution makes a loss on the reinvestment. It is 
therefore important for a financial institution to understand the risk drivers behind prepayment 
and be able to model the prepayment rate so it can be taken into account when valuating the price 
of a mortgage.  

2.1 The risk drivers 
The prepayment option is a very important subject of mortgage pricing, since it is difficult to 
model human behaviour. There have been many studies on prepayment behaviour. Many models 
have been built that try to forecast the prepayment rate over time based on a number of variables. 
The question is, which variables should be taken into account? What influences a client’s decision 
to prepay the mortgage?  

Refinancing incentive 
Mortgagers have the option to prepay their mortgages at any time. So It is most likely to prepay 
when interest rates drop, for they can then refinance at the current lower rate. A popular and 
simple model [Boshuizen and Spreij, 2002] that is based on the development of the interest rate 
is: 

       (2.1) 

where vt is the prepayment rate at time t (as percentage of the debt at time t),  and  

are respectively the 10-years interest rate at time t and the 10-years moving average of the 10-
years interest rate at time t. α is the average prepayment rate; α > 0. β and γ imply the influence 

on the prepayment rate of a drop or an increase in the market interest rate; β , γ  > 0. 

This model states that a drop in the current market interest rate causes the prepayment rate to 
move up.  
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A fall in the interest rate does not necessarily imply that a client will prepay. This, because the 
contract includes certain penalties for prepayment. In order to decide whether to exercise this 
option, they must compare the cost of continuing the monthly payments to the costs of 
refinancing at the current rate. 
A client’s prepayment decision depends upon the relationship between rates at which the 
mortgage may be refinanced and the contract rate on the mortgage. If an available refinancing 
rate is less than the contract rate, there exists an incentive to prepay. The refinancing incentive is 
defined as the incentive that homeowners have to refinance their existing contract. Many 
prepayment models developed so far, mention this refinancing incentive as the most important 
factor.  
As a lender has to finance the contract at the origination of the mortgage, the refinancing 
incentive is at that moment per definition zero. To determine the prepayment rate of that contract 
you would then need to make assumptions about the expected interest rate development. 

Burnout, Seasoning and Seasonality 
In most US literature on the prepayment subject other important variables are: burnout, seasoning 
and seasonality. They were first used in the model by Kang and Zenios in 1992 and are still 
included in most currently applied models. 

• The burnout effect is an aging effect where the older the mortgage, the lower the prepayment 
rate. The idea is that if a mortgage hasn’t been prepaid after a number of years it is unlikely it 
will be prepaid going further.  

• Seasoning is a seemingly opposite effect where prepayment rates increase over time until 
they reach a stable or “seasoned” level. The American Public Securities Association model 
[Gulko, 1996](also known as “the PSA aging ramp”) on prepayment rates assumes that 
prepayment rates increase linearly in the first thirty months of the contract before levelling 
off.  

• Seasonality measures the correlation between prepayment rates and the month of the year. 
This cyclical behaviour is linked to the cyclical behaviour observed in house sales. During 
spring and early summer, house sales tend to be much higher then in the winter. 

Moving 
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As mentioned, the mortgage contract includes certain penalties for prepayment. So one must also 
consider cases of prepayment without these penalties. In the Netherlands, the most important 
cause of penalty-free prepayment is the case that the owner of the house moves or passes away. 
As moving is the most important reason for penalty-free prepayment, this should be an important 
factor for financial institutions to focus on. The borrowers current status in life with respect to 
age, income level, where he lives, marital status and other related factors, will determine whether 
he is likely to move. 
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CHAPTER 3 
Interest rate models  

As mentioned in Chapter 1, one of the causes of the risks that financial institutions deal with 
when closing a mortgage contract, is the daily fluctuations in the market interest rate. Because a 
mortgage has interest rate sensitive cash flows, for the construction of valuation models for 
mortgages, it is important to be able to model the behaviour of the interest rates through time. An 
interest rate model is a probabilistic description of the future development of interest rates. Based 
on today’s information, future interest rates are uncertain: An interest rate model is a 
characterization of that uncertainty. There are several models in the literature. This chapter 
discusses several of these interest rate models. A detailed explanation of these models will not be 
given here, but can be found in [Brigo and Mercurio, 2001] and [Kwok, 1998]. 

3.1 One-factor short rate models in general 

In general, one-factor short rate models contain two parts. One part specifies the average rate of 
change of the short rate at each time step, known as the drift. The other part specifies the 
instantaneous volatility of the short rate. The general notation for this is 

 dr(t) = µ(r,t)dt + σ(r,t)dz(t)          (3.1) 

The left-hand side of this equation represents the change in the short rate over the next time step. 
The first term on the right is the drift multiplied by the size of the time step. The second is the 
volatility multiplied by a normally distributed random increment (Wiener process). Differences 
between models arise from different dependences of the drift and the volatility terms on the short 
rate. 

3.2 Vasicek and Cox-Ingersol-Ross 
The two most popular models for the short rate are the Vasicek mean reversion model (1977) and 
the Cox-Ingersol-Ross(CIR) square root process model (1985). Both have the same form for the 
drift term, namely a tendency for the short rate to rise when it is below the long-term mean, and 
fall when it is above.  

Vasicek was the first to give an explicit characterization of the term structure.  
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Vasicek mean reversion model 
The Vasicek mean reversion model is given by: 

 drt = θ(α – rt)dt + σdWt          (3.2) 

where rt is the short rate at time t, α is a constant, θ a non-negative constant (the mean-reversion 

speed), σ the volatility of the interest and dWt the Wiener increment  . 

The above process is sometimes called the elastic random walk or mean reversion process. 

However, this model has several drawbacks. First, the model can lead to negative rates. Second, 
the volatility is supposed to be constant. And third, the model supposes that all bond prices are 
driven by the short-term interest rate. 

The problem of negative rates was solved by Cox, Ingersoll and Ross. They suggested a square 
root model. The two models also differ in the rate dependence of the volatility: in the Vasicek 
model it is constant (when expressed in points per year), and in the CIR square root process 
model it is proportional to the square root of the short rate.  

Cox-Ingersoll-Ross model 
Cox, Ingersoll and Ross (1985) suggested a square root model: 

 drt = θ(α – r)dt + σ dW          (3.3) 

With an initially non-negative interest rate, the short interest rate r(t) will never be negative. 

3.3 One factor versus Multi factor 
Besides the Vasicek and Cox-Ingersoll-Ross models, there is also a number of other one-factor 
interest rate models in the literature. In one-factor interest rate models the interest rate movement 
depends on a single stochastic variable only: the short rate. Examples of one-factor interest rate 
models are: 

▪ Dothan model (1978) 

▪ Brennan-Schwartz model (1979) 

▪ Cox-Ingersoll-Ross variable rate model (1980) 

▪ Constant elasticity of variance model (Cox and Ross, 1976) 

tdttt WWdW −= +

tr
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Some argued that the assumption of a short rate process as the only factor determining the whole 
term structure was too unrealistic. Multi-factor models involve the short rate together with other 
factors, such as long rate. In principle it is straightforward to move from a one-factor model to a 
multi-factor model. In practice, though, implementations of multi-factor valuation models can be 
complicated and slow. They require estimation of many more volatility and correlation 
parameters than are needed for one-factor models. So there may be some benefit to using a one-
factor model when possible.  

In Chapter 4 we will introduce the one-factor Hull & White model, which is an extension of the 
Vasicek mean reversion model. We will use this model in an illustration of a simulation technique 
that determines the price of a mortgage. 
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CHAPTER 4 
The Hull & White simulation 

In this chapter a simulation technique is described to value the price of a mortgage with the 
prepayment option. This simulation technique considers an annuity mortgage and is based on the 
Hull & White model (see Chapter 3) and the prepayment model (2.1).  

4.1 Annuity mortgage 
An annuity mortgage is a mortgage where clients, during the fixed rate period, yearly pay a fixed 
amount. This fixed amount includes the mortgage rate plus the redemption of the mortgage to the 
financial institution (see also Chapter 1).  

We presume the following: 
B  := the amount that the client borrows from the financial institution, the principal. 
N  := the number of years in which B should be paid. 
r   :=  the fixed interest rate per year (in percentage). 
in  := the paid interest rate in year n, n = 0, 1, ..., N 
an := the redemption in year n,   n = 0, 1, ..., N 

The sum of in and an is a fixed amount for every year n. This fixed amount is called the annuity.  
Let Sn be the remaining debt in month n. Then S0 = B and SN = 0. The value of in and an can be 
determined as follows: 
    

in = rSn-1  and  an = a – in , 

where a is the annuity which can be computed by: 

          (4.1) 

In case of no prepayment, the yearly cash flow to the bank is equal to the annuity: 

CFn = an + in. = a,   n = 0, 1, ...., N      (4.2) 

If the prepayment option is considered, the yearly cash flow to the bank becomes: 
        CFn = an + vnSn-1 + in                          (4.3) 
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where vn is the prepayment rate in year n based on formula (2.1). Note that if the mortgage loan 
has been prepaid, the remaining debt is zero, the cash flows to the bank, CFn, are zero. Sn can now 
be recursively computed by: 

Sn = Sn-1 – an – vnSn-1          (4.4) 

By use of interest rate models the value of the uncertain cash flows to the bank can be valued. In 
theory the value of the mortgage is given by: 

        (4.5) 

VT is the value of the mortgage at time T and CFt are the uncertain cash flows at time t = 1, ..., T.  

4.2 The Hull and White model 
The Hull & White model includes the Wiener process, which is introduced below. After 
introducing the Hull & White model, a discrete approximation of this model is given, which is 
needed for simulation. 

Wiener process 
The Wiener process is also known as the Brownian motion. In Figure 4.1 an example of the 
Wiener process is given. This stochastic process has the following properties: 

1. The Wiener increment  over a time step dt is a random variable drawn 

from a normal distribution with zero mean and a time-step variance dt: dWt ~ N(0,dt). 
2. The Wiener increment is independent of the past. 
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           Figure 4.1: Example of a Wiener process 

4.2.1 Hull & White interest rate model 
Consider the time period [0,T] with as start time the time the client accepts an offer. In the Hull & 
White model the interest is described by the solution of the following equation: 

         (4.6) 

where rt is the short rate at time t, α(t) a given function at [0,T], θ a non-negative constant (the 

mean-reversion speed), σ  the volatility of the interest and dWt the Wiener increment  

. The function α(t) is based on the current price of a zero-coupon bond in the 

market. And the values for the parameters θ and σ can be derived from the prices of interest 
options [Boshuizen en Spreij, 2002].  

4.2.2 Discrete approximation 
For simulation of the Hull & White equation (4.6), a discrete version of this equation is needed. 
Consider equation (4.6): 

. 

Let h be a small time interval. By approximation it holds that: 

( )( ) ttt dWdtrtdr σθα +−=

tdttt WWdW −= +

( )( ) ttt dWdtrtdr σθα +−=
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.                  (4.7) 

Let t now repeatedly be a multiple of h, say t = nh, then the following equation is obtained: 

,                     (4.8) 

where . 

This last equation gives a solution for rn that can be computed recursively. Note that  is 

normally distributed with mean equal to zero and variance equal to h. 

4.3 Steps for simulation 
The steps for the simulation technique are as follows: 
 

1. Simulate a series of short rates with h = 1/12 (steps of 1 month) with formula (4.8). 
2. Evaluate the long rates with formula (1.3). 
3. Evaluate the prepayment percentages vt with formula (2.1), based on the long rates 

computed in step 2. 
4. Evaluate the cash flows CFn with formula (4.3). Note that Sn and an are zero if Sn 

becomes negative in formula (4.4).  
5. Approximate the value of the cash flows, taking the simulated short term rates into 

account:  

 
and compute the sum of these cash flows. (This step is an approximation of VT in 
(4.5) ). 

6. Repeat steps 1 till 5 a large number of times, say 1000, and take for the estimation of 
the value of the mortgage portfolio the average of the sum of the cash flows 
computed in step 5. 

4.4 Illustration and Results 
As an illustration we consider an annuity mortgage that has to be paid off in 30 years (see Table 
4.1). We vary the volatility of the interest. In Table 4.2 the values of the parameters θ and σ for 
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the Hull & White model are given. We look at the case where there is no prepayment and several 
cases with prepayment. Table 4.3 gives several values for the parameters α, β and γ for the 
prepayment model (2.1).  
The program that is written for this illustration can be found in the Appendix. 

       

                         Tabel 4.1: Illustration of simulation. 

Tabel 4.2: Parameters of the Hull & White    
Model 

      Tabel 4.3: Parameters of the prepayment model 

In case of no prepayment, the parameters of the prepayment model are all 0. 
In Table 4.4 the results of the simulation are given. 

Type of mortgage Annuity

Principal 100

Fixed-interest rate (per year) 9%

Mortgage term 30 years

θ σ

Base 0.1 1.0%

High 0.1 3.0%

Low 0.1 0.5%

α β γ

Base 7% 0.1 0.7

High 14% 0.2 1.4

Low 3.5% 0.05 0.35

Interest rate
No prepayment Prepayment 1 

(Base)
Prepayment 2 

(High)
Prepayment 3 

(Low)

Base 112.4 103.6 101.8 107.4

High 108.6 102.1 100.4 105.8
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                                                                                         Tabel 4.4: Results of the simulation 

4.4.1 Discussion 
The value of the mortgage is in all cases higher than the principal. This, because the profit for the 
borrower is included in the value of the mortgage. In the case of no prepayment the value of the 
mortgage is quite high. The reason for this is because the fixed interest rate is higher than the 
average interest rate of the mortgage period. This average interest rate is circa 7 %- 8% and the 
fixed interest rate is 9%. Lower market interest rates lead to a higher value for the discounted 
cash flows (step 5). This will lead to a higher value of the mortgage. 

Furthermore, we see that as the volatility of the interest rate increases, the value of the mortgage 
decreases.  The higher the volatility, the less stable the market, which causes the uncertainty in the 
cash flows to increase. See in Figure 4.2 an example of the course of the cash flows in case of no 
prepayment. Here, the yearly cash flow to the bank is equal to the annuity. 

 

       Figure 4.2: Cash flows in case of no prepayment 

In the case of prepayment, we see that the value of the mortgage is less than in the case of no 
prepayment. This is just as what we expected; if the client prepays the mortgage loan, the 
borrower misses the profit (interest) for the remaining period. See in Figure 4.2 an example of the 
cash flows in case of prepayment. In this example the client prepays the mortgage loan after 12 
years.  

Low 113.9 104.9 102.4 108.3
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                       Figure 4.3: Cash flows in case of prepayment 

In case the parameters β and γ increase (Prepayment 2 “High”), the value of the mortgage 
becomes less and vice versa. The higher (lower) these values, the more (less) influence a drop of 
the interest rate has on the prepayment rate. Clients will pay off their mortgage and refinance 
because the interest is low.  
A high α is profitable in case the market interest rate is high, but is unprofitable in case the 
interest is lower than the agreed fixed interest rate. If the current market rate is higher than the 
agreed fixed interest rate, the borrower can reinvest the prepaid amount for a higher interest rate. 
In the other case, the borrower will have a loss in the reinvestment.  
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CHAPTER 5 
Conclusions and Recommendations  

5.1 Conclusions 
In this paper we have discussed the valuation of a mortgage. The cash flows that a mortgage 
generates are uncertain for the financial institution. These cash flows depend on the fluctuations 
of the market interest rate and on certain embedded options. The embedded options are certain 
rights that the clients have, such as the right to prepay the mortgage. 
To determine the price of a mortgage one should forecast the development of the interest rates 
through time. For this, interest models are used.  

In this paper we have focused on the prepayment option. To forecast the prepayment rate over 
time, one should analyse the drivers that influence a client’s decision to prepay the mortgage. 
Several risk drivers for prepayment are: 

▪ Refinancing incentive 

▪ Burnout, seasoning and seasonality 

▪ Moving 

By means of simulation techniques one can determine the price of a mortgage. A simulation 
technique is described in this paper to value the price of a mortgage. This program is based on the 
Hull & White interest model and includes the prepayment option. The prepayment model that is 
used is based on the refinancing incentive; how likely it is for a client to prepay the mortgage 
when the interest rate drops so he can refinance the mortgage. 

5.2 Recommendation 
In this research we selected the Hull & White interest model to predict the development of the 
interest rate. There are many more interest models that might make a better prediction of the 
development. Some of these models are introduced in Chapter 3. Experiments with other interest 
rate models are recommended.  
The interest rate models introduced in Chapter 3 are all based on only one factor. To predict the 
development of the interest rate more accurately, one might consider more factors.  
In the simulation technique that we have described, we only included the prepayment option. 
More research should be done on the behaviour of clients, so other options can also be modelled. 
This will likely lead to a better prediction of the price of a mortgage. 
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To determine the prepayment rate, a model has been used which only takes the interest rate factor 
into account. While moving is one of the most important reasons for penalty-free prepayment, 
this should be one of the main factors for financial institutions to focus on. The borrowers current 
status in life with respect to age, income level, where he lives, martial status and other related 
factors, will determine whether he is likely to move. More studies based on certain factors should 
be done, when trying to forecast the prepayment rate. 
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Appendix  
Simulation Program 
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" <E<Z<XKOYXKU"<E<Z<XKOY[;U"<E<Z<XKOYY=U"<E<Z<XK;<O=U"<E<Z<XK;<KKU" "
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" <E<Z<XK;OYOU"<E<Z<XK;;<OU"<E<Z<XK;;OOU"<E<Z<XK;;;RU"<E<Z<XK;;;YU" "
" <E<Z<XK;;K[U"<E<Z<XK;;=XU"<E<Z<XK;;XKU"<E<Z<XK;;ROU"<E<Z<XK;;R[U" "
" <E<Z<XK;;[KU"<E<Z<XK;;ZZU"<E<Z<XK;;ZXU"<E<Z<XK;;YOU"<E<Z<XKOY[=U"
" <E<Z<XKOY[YU"<E<Z<XKOYZ=U"<E<Z<XKOYZYU"<E<Z<XKOYYKU"<E<Z<XKOYY[U" "
" <E<Z<XK;<<OU"<E<Z<XK;<<=U"<E<Z<XK;<<ZU"<E<Z<XK;<OOU"<E<Z<XK;<O=U" "
" <E<Z<XK;<O[U"<E<Z<XK;<;=U"<E<Z<XK;<;KU"<E<Z<XK;<;XU"<E<Z<XK;<;[U" "
" <E<Z<XK;<K[U"<E<Z<XK;<K;U"<E<Z<XK;<K=U"<E<Z<XK;<KRU"<E<Z<XK;<KZU" "
" <E<Z<XK;<KYU"<E<Z<XK;<=OU"<E<Z<XK;<=KU"<E<Z<XK;<==U"<E<Z<XK;<=RU" "
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" <E;X[YU"<E;XR;U"<E;X=XU"<E;X;ZU"<E;XOOU"<E;=Y=U"<E;=[[U"<E;=ROU"<E;===U"<E;=;ZU""
" <E;=O;U"<E;KYXU"<E;K[YU"<E;KR=U"<E;K=ZU"<E;KK;U"<E;KORU"<E;K<OU"<E;;ZRU"<E;;[<U"
" <E;;XXU"<E;;=<U"<E;;;XU"<E;;O<U"<E;OYXU"<E;OZOU"<E;ORRU"<E;OX;U"<E;OK[U"<E;O;KU""
" <E;O<YU"<E;<YXU"<E;<ZOU"<E;<R[U"<E;<XKU"<E;<KYU"<E;<;XU"<E;<O;U"<EOYYZU"<EOYZXU""
" <EOY[;U"<EOYXYU"<EOY=RU"<EOYKKU"<EOY;<U"<EOY<[U"<EOZY=U"<EOZZOU"<EOZRYU"<EOZXRU""
" <EOZ==U"<EOZK;U"<EOZOYU"<EOZ<[U"<EO[YXU"<EO[ZKU"<EO[[OU"<EO[XYU"<EO[=[U"<EO[KRU""
" <EO[;=U"<EO[OKU"<EO[<OU"<EORY<U"<EOR[YU"<EORR[U"<EORXRU"<EOR=XU"<EORK=U"<EOR;KU""
" <EORO;U"<EOR<OU"<EOXYOU"<EOXZ<U"<EOX[<U"<EOXXYU"<EOX=YU"<EOXKZU"<EOX;ZU"<EOXOZU""
" <EOX<ZU"<EO=YZU"<EO=ZZU"<EO=[ZU"<EO=RZU"<EO=XZU"<EO==ZU"<EO=KZU"<EO=;YU"<EO=OYU""
" <EO=O<U"<EO=<<U"<EOKYOU"<EOKZ;U"<EOK[;U"<EOKRKU"<EOKX=U"<EOK=XU"<EOKKRU"<EOK;[U""
" <EOKOZU"<EOK<YU"<EOK<OU"<EO;Y;U"<EO;ZKU"<EO;[XU"<EO;RRU"<EO;XZU"<EO;=YU"<EO;=OU""
" <EO;KKU"<EO;;=U"<EO;ORU"<EO;<ZU"<EO;<<U"<EOOY;U"<EOOZ=U"<EOO[RU"<EOORZU"<EOOR<U""
" <EOOXKU"<EOO=XU"<EOOK[U"<EOOK<U"<EOO;;U"<EOOOXU"<EOO<[U"<EOO<<U"<EO<Y;U"<EO<ZXU""
" <EO<[ZU"<EO<[OU"<EO<RKU"<EO<XRU"<EO<=YU"<EO<=;U"<EO<KXU"<EO<;ZU"<EO<;;U"<EO<OXU""
" <EO<<ZU"<EO<<OU"<E<YY=U"<E<YZZU"<E<YZOU"<E<Y[XU"<E<YRZU"<E<YR;U"<E<YXXU"<E<Y=YU"
" <E<Y=;U"<E<YKRU"<E<YK<U"<E<Y;=U"<E<YOZU"<E<YOOU"<E<Y<XU"<E<ZYYU"<E<ZYKU"<E<ZZ[U""
" <E<ZZOU"<E<Z[XU"<E<Z[<U"<E<ZR=U"<E<ZXZU"<E<ZX;U"<E<Z=[U"<E<Z=OU"<E<ZKXU"<E<ZK<U""
" <E<Z;=U"<E<ZOYU"<E<ZOKU"<E<Z<ZU"<E<Z<;U"<E<[Y[U"<E<[Y;U"<E<[ZRU"<E<[ZOU"<E<[[RU"" ""
" <E<[[OU"<E<[RXU"<E<[R<U"<E<[XXU"<E<[X<U"<E<[=XU"<E<[=<U"<E<[KXU"<E<[K<U"<E<[;XU"" ""
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  Appendix 

" <E<[;OU"<E<[ORU"<E<[OOU"<E<[<RU"<E<[<;U"<E<RY[U"<E<RY;U"<E<RZZU"<E<RZKU"<E<R[ZU"" ""
" <E<R[=U"<E<RRYU"<E<RRXU"<E<RR<U"<E<RXRU"<E<RX;U"<E<R=[U"<E<R=KU"<E<RKYU"<E<RK=U"" ""
" <E<RK<U"<E<R;RU"<E<R;;U"<E<ROZU"<E<ROKU"<E<R<YU"<E<R<XU"<E<R<OU"<E<XY[U"<E<XYKU"" ""
" <E<XXOU"<E<X=[U"<E<X==U"<E<X=<U"<E<XKRU"<E<XKKU"<E<X;YU"<E<X;RU"<E<X;;U"<E<XOYU"" ""
" <E<XOXU"<E<XO;U"<E<X<ZU"<E<X<XU"<E<X<;U"<E<=YZU"<E<=YXU"<E<=Y;U"<E<=ZZU"<E<=ZXU"
" <E<=Z;U"<E<=[YU"<E<=[XU"<E<=[;U"<E<=RYU"<E<=RRU"<E<=RKU"<E<=R<U"<E<=X[U"<E<=X=U"" ""
" <E<=X<U"<E<==[U"<E<===U"<E<==OU"<E<=KYU"<E<=KRU"<E<=KKU"<E<=K<U"<E<=;[U"<E<=;=U"" ""
" <E<=;OL""

" "
?<&"N#"AI" OU"<EYYX[U"<EYYO;U"<EYZR[U"<EYZ;;U"<EY[[RU"<EY[;YU"<EYRZOU"<EYRKKU"<EYXZXU" "
" <EYXKRU"<EY=Z[U"<EY=K[U"<EYKZZU"<EYKK[U"<EY;Z[U"<EY;KRU"<EYOZXU"<EYOK=U"<EY<ZKU""
" <EY<K;U"<EZYZ<U"<EZY;ZU"<EZZ[[U"<EZZ;XU"<EZ[[KU"<EZ[;OU"<EZR[<U"<EZROZU"<EZXRRU" ""
" <EZXO=U"<EZ=RKU"<EZ=OOU"<EZKR<U"<EZK<ZU"<EZ;X[U"<EZ;<RU"<EZOXXU"<EZO<=U"<EZ<XKU" ""
" <EZ<<KU"<E[YXKU"<E[Y<;U"<E[ZX;U"<E[Z<;U"<E[[XKU"<E[[<KU"<E[RX=U"<E[R<XU"<E[XXRU" ""
" <E[X<ZU"<E[=XYU"<E[=OOU"<E[KRKU"<E[KORU"<E[;RZU"<E[;;OU"<E[O[=U"<E[O;[U"<E[<ZOU" ""
" <E[<KXU"<ERYZYU"<ERY=KU"<ERZY[U"<ERZX;U"<ERZ<[U"<ER[RKU"<ER[OZU"<ERR[=U"<ERRK<U" ""
" <ERXZRU"<ERX=KU"<ERX<<U"<ER=X[U"<ER=O=U"<ERK[;U"<ERK;YU"<ER;ZZU"<ER;=RU"<ER;<XU" ""
" <ERORKU"<ERO;KU"<ER<Z;U"<ER<=;U"<ER<<;U"<EXYR;U"<EXY;;U"<EXZZKU"<EXZ==U"<EXZ<XU" ""
" <EX[RRU"<EX[;ZU"<EXRY<U"<EXRX;U"<EXRO=U"<EXX[[U"<EXX=<U"<EXX<KU"<EX=RRU"<EX=K<U" ""
" <EXKYKU"<EXKX[U"<EXK;;U"<EX;ZRU"<EX;XOU"<EX;ORU"<EXOZOU"<EXO=[U"<EXOO;U"<EX<[ZU"" ""
" <EX<==U"<EX<OOU"<E=Y[[U"<E=Y==U"<E=YOOU"<E=Z[ZU"<E=Z=XU"<E=ZOKU"<E=[ZOU"<E=[=YU"""
" <E=[O[U"<E=RZRU"<E=RX=U"<E=R;KU"<E=XY;U"<E=XR;U"<E=XKOU"<E=X<OU"<E==[OU"<E===OU"""
" <E==OOU"<E=KZ;U"<E=KXKU"<E=K;=U"<E=;YXU"<E=;RRU"<E=;K[U"<E=;<YU"<E=OZOU"<E=OXKU"""
" <E=O;XU"<E=<YZU"<E=<[<U"<E=<=KU"<E=<ORU"<EKYZYU"<EKYR;U"<EKYKRU"<EKYO<U"<EKZZ=U"""
" <EKZXZU"<EKZK;U"<EKZ<RU"<EK[ZOU"<EK[XXU"<EK[K<U"<EK[<XU"<EKRZOU"<EKRXRU"<EKRK;U"""
" <EKR<[U"<EKXZKU"<EKXXYU"<EKXKXU"<EKXO;U"<EK=ZZU"<EK=RXU"<EK==;U"<EK=OYU"<EKKYRU"""
" <EKK[KU"<EKKXOU"<EKK;ZU"<EKK<RU"<EK;Z=U"<EK;R;U"<EK;=<U"<EK;OZU"<EKOY[U"<EKO[XU"""
" <EKOX=U"<EKOKKU"<EKOO;U"<EK<YOU"<EK<[OU"<EK<X<U"<EK<K<U"<EK<<YU"<E;YZYU"<E;YRYU"""
" <E;Y=YU"<E;YK<U"<E;YO<U"<E;ZYOU"<E;Z[OU"<E;ZX;U"<E;ZKKU"<E;ZO=U"<E;[YXU"<E;[[[U"""
" <E;[XZU"<E;[=<U"<E;[;OU"<E;[<KU"<E;RZXU"<E;RR[U"<E;R=YU"<E;RKOU"<E;RO=U"<E;XYRU"" ""
" <E;X[YU"<E;XR;U"<E;X=XU"<E;X;ZU"<E;XOOU"<E;=Y=U"<E;=[[U"<E;=ROU"<E;===U"<E;=;ZU""
" <E;=O;U"<E;KYXU"<E;K[YU"<E;KR=U"<E;K=ZU"<E;KK;U"<E;KORU"<E;K<OU"<E;;ZRU"<E;;[<U""
" <E;;XXU"<E;;=<U"<E;;;XU"<E;;O<U"<E;OYXU"<E;OZOU"<E;ORRU"<E;OX;U"<E;OK[U"<E;O;KU""
" <E;O<YU"<E;<YXU"<E;<ZOU"<E;<R[U"<E;<XKU"<E;<KYU"<E;<;XU"<E;<O;U"<EOYYZU"<EOYZXU""
" <EOY[;U"<EOYXYU"<EOY=RU"<EOYKKU"<EOY;<U"<EOY<[U"<EOZY=U"<EOZZOU"<EOZRYU"<EOZXRU""
" <EOZ==U"<EOZK;U"<EOZOYU"<EOZ<[U"<EO[YXU"<EO[ZKU"<EO[[OU"<EO[XYU"<EO[=[U"<EO[KRU""
" <EO[;=U"<EO[OKU"<EO[<OU"<EORY<U"<EOR[YU"<EORR[U"<EORXRU"<EOR=XU"<EORK=U"<EOR;KU""
" <EORO;U"<EOR<OU"<EOXYOU"<EOXZ<U"<EOX[<U"<EOXXYU"<EOX=YU"<EOXKZU"<EOX;ZU"<EOXOZU""
" <EOX<ZU"<EO=YZU"<EO=ZZU"<EO=[ZU"<EO=RZU"<EO=XZU"<EO==ZU"<EO=KZU"<EO=;YU"<EO=OYU""
" <EO=O<U"<EO=<<U"<EOKYOU"<EOKZ;U"<EOK[;U"<EOKRKU"<EOKX=U"<EOK=XU"<EOKKRU"<EOK;[U""
" <EOKOZU"<EOK<YU"<EOK<OU"<EO;Y;U"<EO;ZKU"<EO;[XU"<EO;RRU"<EO;XZU"<EO;=YU"<EO;=OU""
" <EO;KKU"<EO;;=U"<EO;ORU"<EO;<ZU"<EO;<<U"<EOOY;U"<EOOZ=U"<EOO[RU"<EOORZU"<EOOR<U""
" <EOOXKU"<EOO=XU"<EOOK[U"<EOOK<U"<EOO;;U"<EOOOXU"<EOO<[U"<EOO<<U"<EO<Y;U"<EO<ZXU""
" <EO<[ZU"<EO<[OU"<EO<RKU"<EO<XRU"<EO<=YU"<EO<=;U"<EO<KXU"<EO<;ZU"<EO<;;U"<EO<OXU""
" <EO<<ZU"<EO<<OU"<E<YY=U"<E<YZZU"<E<YZOU"<E<Y[XU"<E<YRZU"<E<YR;U"<E<YXXU"<E<Y=YU"
" <E<Y=;"L""

""
B<&"N#"AI" <E<X;;=YXY;U"<E<X;ZKRZOOU"<E<XKY[=Y=OU"<E<XX<[<Y=RU"<E<XRO;R<XOU""
" <E<X[O=O=[[U"<E<XZOOZ=KOU"<E<XY<XZO<KU"<E<XYYROR[KU"<E<R<ZK<;Y[U"
" <E<RORRXOOKU"<E<R;=R[;=KU"<E<RK;K[[[OU"<E<RKY[[[[YU"<E<R=RZZKO=U" "
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  Appendix 

" <E<RXK[<KYYU"<E<RR<;X<K;U"<E<RRRXKOY=U"<E<R[;XXZ;YU"<E<R[ZKKZRKU" "
" <E<RZKZZOYRU"<E<RZYOYRYXU"<E<RY=;Y;;=U"<E<RYYO[XYOU"<E<[<KZXR<OU" "
" <E<[<ZK=<;[U"<E<[O;RKROYU"<E<[OR[XO<=U"<E<[;<RYOZ;U"<E<[;==RXKRU" "
" <E<[;Z<[Z;XU"<E<[KOXKR[ZU"<E<[K=Z=RYYU"<E<[KZ<O=YZU"<E<[=O<=R=KU"
" <E<[=KY=R[=U"<E<[=R[;OKKU"<E<[=YK[X;ZU"<E<[XOYOKXKU"<E<[X=K=<Z=U" "
" <E<[XRRRO[[U"<E<[XZZZ<[XU"<E<[RO<<;<OU"<E<[RK<;YR=U"<E<[R=YR[XXU" "
" <E<[RRZOYXKU"<E<[RZXZY;OU"<E<[[<;Z<<XU"<E<[[OZYX=KU"<E<[[K=KZXRU" "
" <E<[[=YO;XKU"<E<[[RK;<KOU"<E<[[[RR=[XU"<E<[[ZY=ZXZU"<E<[Z<O[==KU" "
" <E<[ZOK==ZOU"<E<[Z;=R;O=U"<E<[ZKX;Z[=U"<E<[Z=X=RZKU"<E<[ZXXOZXKU" "
" <E<[ZR==XZZU"<E<[Z[KK<Z=U"<E<[ZZO[X;YU"<E<[ZZYZO<;U"<E<[ZY[=Y[=U" "
" <E<[Y<=ZKOKU"<E<[YOOZ;RYU"<E<[YOZXK=OU"<E<[Y;=ZR=YU"<E<[YK<YKXKU" "
" <E<[YKR[;=RU"<E<[Y=;;=XKU"<E<[Y=[X<YRU"<E<[YX;X;YOU"<E<[YX[KO=ZU" "
" <E<[YROZ[[=U"<E<[YRR;;[OU"<E<[Y[<K[KKU"<E<[Y[=K;XRU"<E<[Y[Z<Y;[U" "
" <E<[YZORZKOU"<E<[YZXO<=YU"<E<[YZZKRXYU"<E<[YYO=[K=U"<E<[YY==K==U" "
" <E<[YY[;XXYU"<E<[YYYY==OU"<E<Z<<;X<X;U"<E<Z<<=Y=X;U"<E<Z<<[;RY[U" "
" <E<Z<<Y=ZKYU"<E<Z<OOXYKOU"<E<Z<OKR<;OU"<E<Z<OXXOXRU"<E<Z<O[KKZRU"
" <E<Z<OY<[KRU"<E<Z<;<[;RXU"<E<Z<;;K<<XU"<E<Z<;K[YY=U"<E<Z<;X;;RRU" "
" <E<Z<;RXZXXU"<E<Z<;[Z[YKU"<E<Z<;YOOO;U"<E<Z<K<;Z=;U"<E<Z<KO=<<XU" "
" <E<Z<K;=RKKU"<E<Z<KK=[XOU"<E<Z<K==KZOU"<E<Z<KXKX=ZU"<E<Z<KR;;[=U" "
" <E<Z<K[<X[ZU"<E<Z<K[Z=Z;U"<E<Z<KZR<<=U"<E<Z<KYKORKU"<E<Z<KYYY[XU" "
" <E<Z<=<R=XZU"<E<Z<=O;R;[U"<E<Z<=OZ=Y[U"<E<Z<=;=<Z;U"<E<Z<=;YKYRU" "
" <E<Z<=K==X;U"<E<Z<=KY;RKU"<E<Z<==KZKYU"<E<Z<==ZOYKU"<E<Z<=X;KKXU" "
" <E<Z<=XR;[XU"<E<Z<=R<<;KU"<E<Z<=RKXZZU"<E<Z<=RRYZXU"<E<Z<=[<;<XU" "
" <E<Z<=[K;[=U"<E<Z<=[ROY;U"<E<Z<=[ZYR[U"<E<Z<=ZOR<[U"<E<Z<=Z=OO[U"
" <E<Z<=ZRX<=U"<E<Z<=ZZ[[=U"<E<Z<=Y<YKKU"<E<Z<=Y;YZRU"<E<Z<=Y=YKZU"
" <E<Z<=YR[YXU"<E<Z<=YZXRZU"<E<Z<X<<;KZU"<E<Z<X<OZKKU"<E<Z<X<KKXKU""
" <E<Z<X<=[YKU"<E<Z<X<ROR=U"<E<Z<X<[=RZU"<E<Z<X<Z[<[U"<E<Z<X<YZZXU"
" <E<Z<XOO<<XU"<E<Z<XO;<[[U"<E<Z<XOK<Z;U"<E<Z<XO=<==U"<E<Z<XO=YXYU" "
" <E<Z<XOXZ;ZU"<E<Z<XORRX=U"<E<Z<XO[=KYU"<E<Z<XOZOZRU"<E<Z<XOZZYXU" "
" <E<Z<XOYXRYU"<E<Z<X;<;OKU"<E<Z<X;<ZOYU"<E<Z<X;OKYZU"<E<Z<X;OY=ZU" "
" <E<Z<X;;=[;U"<E<Z<X;;YR[U"<E<Z<X;K=KYU"<E<Z<X;KZZ[U"<E<Z<X;=KOKU" "
" <E<Z<X;=[OZU"<E<Z<X;XO<KU"<E<Z<X;X=RYU"<E<Z<X;XZORU"<E<Z<X;RO=RU" "
" <E<Z<X;R=ROU"<E<Z<X;R[XZU"<E<Z<X;[<=OU"<E<Z<X;[KOKU"<E<Z<X;[XRXU" "
" <E<Z<X;[Z<ZU"<E<Z<X;Z<KZU"<E<Z<X;Z;XZU"<E<Z<X;Z=RRU"<E<Z<X;ZRRKU" "
" <E<Z<X;ZZXOU"<E<Z<X;Y<KOU"<E<Z<X;YOYYU"<E<Z<X;YKRKU"<E<Z<X;YXOKU" "
" <E<Z<X;YRXZU"<E<Z<X;Y[YRU"<E<Z<X;YY;[U"<E<Z<XK<<XOU"<E<Z<XK<O[U""
" <E<Z<XK<;Z;U"<E<Z<XK<KZYU"<E<Z<XK<=YOU"<E<Z<XK<XZRU"<E<Z<XK<R[[U" "
" <E<Z<XK<[R=U"<E<Z<XK<Z=RU"<E<Z<XK<Y;XU"<E<Z<XK<YYYU"<E<Z<XKO<[U"
" <E<Z<XKOOK[U"<E<Z<XKO;ZOU"<E<Z<XKO;ROU"<E<Z<XKOKOZU"<E<Z<XKOK[;U" "
" <E<Z<XKO=;=U"<E<Z<XKO=[KU"<E<Z<XKOX;KU"<E<Z<XKOXR=U"<E<Z<XKOR<RU""
" <E<Z<XKOR=RU"<E<Z<XKORZ=U"<E<Z<XKO[;OU"<E<Z<XKO[X=U"<E<Z<XKO[Z[U"
" <E<Z<XKOZOZU"<E<Z<XKOZ=[U"<E<Z<XKOZ[XU"<E<Z<XKOY<OU"<E<Z<XKOY;RU" "
" <E<Z<XKOYXKU"<E<Z<XKOY[;U"<E<Z<XKOYY=U"<E<Z<XK;<O=U"<E<Z<XK;<KKU" "
" <E<Z<XK;<X;U"<E<Z<XK;<RYU"<E<Z<XK;<ZRU"<E<Z<XK;O<OU"<E<Z<XK;OORU" "
" <E<Z<XK;OK=U"<E<Z<XK;O==U"<E<Z<XK;OXRU"<E<Z<XK;ORZU"<E<Z<XK;OZU"
" <E<Z<XK;OYOU"<E<Z<XK;;<OU"<E<Z<XK;;OOU"<E<Z<XK;;;RU"<E<Z<XK;;;YU" "
" <E<Z<XK;;K[U"<E<Z<XK;;=XU"<E<Z<XK;;XKU"<E<Z<XK;;ROU"<E<Z<XK;;R[U" "
" <E<Z<XK;;[KU"<E<Z<XK;;ZZU"<E<Z<XK;;ZXU"<E<Z<XK;;YOU"<E<Z<XKOY[=U"
" <E<Z<XKOY[YU"<E<Z<XKOYZ=U"<E<Z<XKOYZYU"<E<Z<XKOYYKU"<E<Z<XKOYY[U" "
" <E<Z<XK;<<OU"<E<Z<XK;<<=U"<E<Z<XK;<<ZU"<E<Z<XK;<OOU"<E<Z<XK;<O=U" "
" <E<Z<XK;<O[U"<E<Z<XK;<;=U"<E<Z<XK;<;KU"<E<Z<XK;<;XU"<E<Z<XK;<;[U" "
" <E<Z<XK;<K[U"<E<Z<XK;<K;U"<E<Z<XK;<K=U"<E<Z<XK;<KRU"<E<Z<XK;<KZU" "
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  Appendix 

" <E<Z<XK;<KYU"<E<Z<XK;<=OU"<E<Z<XK;<=KU"<E<Z<XK;<==U"<E<Z<XK;<=RU" "
<E<Z<XK;<=[U"<E<Z<XK;<=ZU"<E<Z<XK;<=YU"<E<Z<XK;<XOU"<E<Z<XK;<X;U"
<E<Z<XK;<XKU"<E<Z<XK;<X=U"<E<Z<XK;<XXU"<E<Z<XK;<XXU"<E<Z<XK;<XRU"
<E<Z<XK;<X[U"<E<Z<XK;<XZU"<E<Z<XK;<XYU"<E<Z<XK;<XYU"<E<Z<XK;<RU"
<E<Z<XK;<R;U"<E<Z<XK;<ROU"<E<Z<XK;<R;U"<E<Z<XK;<R;U"<E<Z<XK;<RKU" "

" <E<Z<XK;<RKU"<E<Z<XK;<RKU"<E<Z<XK;<R=U"<E<Z<XK;<R=U"<E<Z<XK;<RXU" "
" <E<Z<XK;<RXU"<E<Z<XK;<RXU"<E<Z<XK;<RRU"<E<Z<XK;<RRU"<E<Z<XK;<RRU""
" <E<Z<XK;<R[U"<E<Z<XK;<R[U"<E<Z<XK;<R[U"<E<Z<XK;<R[U"<E<Z<XK;<RZU" "
" <E<Z<XK;<RZU"<E<Z<XK;<RZU"<E<Z<XK;<RZU"<E<Z<XK;<RZU"<E<Z<XK;<RZU" "
" <E<Z<XK;<RYU"<E<Z<XK;<RYU"<E<Z<XK;<RYU"<E<Z<XK;<RYU"<E<Z<XK;<RYU" "
" <E<Z<XK;<RYU"<E<Z<XK;<RYU"<E<Z<XK;<[OU"<E<Z<XK;<[RU"<E<Z<XK;<[U"
" <E<Z<XK;<[YU"<E<Z<XK;<[XU"<E<Z<XK;<[XU"<E<Z<XK;<[;U"<E<Z<XK;<[U"
" <E<Z<XK;<[[U"<E<Z<XK;<[RU"<E<Z<XK;<[=U"<E<Z<XK;<[OU"<E<Z<XK;<[OU" "
" <E<Z<XK;<[OU"<E<Z<XK;<[OU"<E<Z<XK;<[OU"<E<Z<XK;<[OU"<E<Z<XK;<[OU" "
" <E<Z<XK;<[OU"<E<Z<XK;<[OU"<E<Z<XK;<[OU"<E<Z<XK;<[OU"<E<Z<XK;<[OU""
" <E<Z<XK;<[OU"<E<Z<XK;<[OU"<E<Z<XK;<[OU"<E<Z<XK;<[OU"<E<Z<XK;<[OU""
" <E<Z<XK;<[OU"<E<Z<XK;<[OU"<E<Z<XK;<[OU"<E<Z<XK;<[OU"<E<Z<XK;<[OU""
" <E<Z<XK;<[OL" "

4"N#"'28I?<&M'+>O<T?<&L"\"I`]B<&L"#"III>%801b;LTI=]&.(&1LL]IO#(a?I#;]&.(&1]&LL]I`b;LL""

M&$"N#"(a?I4#`]5L"

c"N#"#'28IM&$LT/""" !$.("'238"51&(>"

!!!"########################################"!!!"
!!!"#########"M5(?1D0(3&"51&(>"######!!!"
!!!"########################################"!!!"

!!!""M1510(&(5>"?5(?1D0(3&"02G('""!!!"

1'?.1@"N#"<E<["
H(&1@""N#"<EO"
81001@"N#"<E["
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c01"N#"3+0(5%AIK<L"

B25"I%"%3"O)K<L"
Q"
" c32CV%W"N#"cV%]O;W"
^"

B25"I%"%3"O)O<L"
Q"
" c01V%W"N#"0(13Ic32CVO)%WL"
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Q"
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^"
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B25I%"%3"O)K<L""
Q"
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^"

!!!"#######################################################"!!!"
!!!"##########"9%>A2+3&(G"J1>."d'2C>""""#########"!!!"
!!!"#######################################################"!!!"
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%3&(5(>&"N#"3+0(5%AIK<L"
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" %B"I5(G(0?&%23V%W"\"@V%W]G(H&"ef"G(H&L"
" " Q"
" " JdV%W"N#"G(H&"\"%3&(5(>&V%W"
" " G(H&"N#"<"
" " 133+%&D"N#"<"
" " ^"
" ('>("
" " Q"
" " G(H&"N#"G(H&"#"5(G(0?&%23V%W"#"@V%W]G(H&"
" " JdV%W"N#"5(G(0?&%23V%W"\"@V%W]G(H&"\"%3&(5(>&V%W"
" " ^"
^"
.('?"N#"3+0(5%AIK<L"
G%>A2+3&B1A&25"N#"3+0(5%AIK<L"

B25"I%"%3"IO)K<LL"
Q"
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^" "
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